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1. Foreword from the President

Distinguished delegates, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the UN Security Council at

Žilina MUN 2021. My name is Martin Rožka and I am going to be chairing this council -

guiding you both thanks to this document and later in our committee to achieve the best

possible outcome and experience of this wonderful opportunity for you.

The topic we will discuss is not restricted to one conflict, one region, one nation as the

common topic usually is in this committee. We will discuss the issue of breaching the

International Humanitarian Law, which should serve the purpose of protecting civilian lives

from the atrocities of war. Many conventions and treaties have been agreed upon in order to

broaden the protection and extend the punishment for the perpetrators, but we still see quite

often that even now, we are not able to prevent chemical and biological warfare, ethnic

cleansing. The relevancy of this topic is visible in all the deceased and killed thanks to

breaching these agreements, therefore the question is upon the Security Council: What are

we supposed to do to save these lives?

I am gracious that despite the current situation and mode of the conference, there are still

many young people willing to engage in policy-making and debate, and I am looking forward

to our time spent together online. Please, take the content of this study guide truly just as a

“guide” - you are much more than welcome to make your own research, bring up your own

ideas.

With that being said, I am filled with hope that this conference will go according to the

expectations of each of you, and I personally wish for a fruitful debate and a friendly

work-environment, so we can all leave with a fond memory of ZAMUN together

See you online!:)



2. About the Committee

The Security Council is one of the six principal organs of the United Nations, established by

the Charter of the United Nations, Chapter III. Article 7 as a subsidiary organization.

However, it is sovereign and, for the most part, unaccountable to other UN institutions.

Its primary functions are the maintenance of international peace and security, the

identification and tackling of threats to it, the promotion of international cooperation and the

coordination of international and UN efforts. It must also approve any amendments to the UN

Charter, effectively meaning its powers could only be curbed with its own approval. All of the

competences as well as the composition of the Security Council are anchored in the Charter

of the United Nations, Chapters V. - VIII., articles 23 - 54.

The Security Council consists of five permanent members (P5 - USA, UK, France, China

and Russia), and of ten other members elected for overlapping two-year terms. P5 countries

have Veto power in substantial votes and may stop any Security Council decision, as this act

is intended to prevent the Security Council from going against the interests of the global

players, but often ends up, unfortunately, disrupting the productivity of the Council. The

Presidency of the council rotates between the current members on a monthly basis.

The primary responsibilities of the members of the Security Council are to maintain

international peace and security in accordance with the principles of the United Nations.

Furthermore, the Security Council determines if the issues or disputes, that are typically

submitted to the Council by its members, present a threat to international peace, or their

progression may distort the current state in the region. Another duty of the Security Council

is to act as an international mediator, to help resolve the conflicts between nations in a

peaceful way, to guide the nations towards a very difficult agreement or to discharge the

friction in the regions affected by a particular conflict. Last but not least, the Security Council,

being superior to all the other UN bodies, 6 except the General Assembly, might call upon an

immediate military action in the region by involving the UN Peacekeeping forces. The

Council is also able to request advisory opinions or help from the other main UN bodies, as

well as from the International Court of Justice, concerning any land or personnel disputes,

with all of the acts violating the Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of Genocide

included.

For the matter of an easier conducting of the debate, if a P5 country believes it would use

their veto power, it should raise a Point of Veto Concern. That way, the Security Council



would automatically move into a moderated caucus regarding the matter that is to be

vetoed. One of the most important procedures of the Security Council is the ability to

become Seized on a matter. Once this happens, no other UN body may address or discuss

the matter. Security Council resolutions typically finish with the clause “Decides to remain

seized on the matter.”

3. About the Topic

International Humanitarian Law (IHL) is a very specific set of legal framework that is

supposed to regulate the conduct of war. The main idea behind the existence of this law is to

limit the human suffering in something already as destructive as an armed conflict. It

comprises a set of rules, established by treaty or custom, that seeks to protect persons and

property/objects that are, or may be, affected by armed conflict and limits the rights of parties

to a conflict to use methods and means of warfare of their choice.

3.1. Legal sources of IHL

Apart from other legal principles applying to the investigation and jurisdiction of certain

bodies of international law, the main source of the IHL are the Geneva Conventions. Every

country of the world is a party of this treaty, however, there are certain amending protocols

where the signatories differ.



The precedent that formed the Geneva Conventions were examples of history and

ancient common law. The codification of the first convention was performed thanks to Henri

Dunant, the founder of the Red Cross. The First Geneva Convention´s key subject was the

amelioration of condition of wounded armed forces in the battlefield, and laid out the

principles, under which establishments of later founded Red Cross may treat the wounded

during battle and most importantly their protection from the forces on the other side of the

battlefield.

The Geneva Convention then went through two more revisions until it reached its current

form in 1949. The adopted treaty is a rather lengthy document, therefore the Presidency took

initiative in consolidating it to these basic rules and principles:

1. Persons who are outside of combat, and those who are not taking part in

hostilities in situations of armed conflict (e.g., neutral nationals), shall be

protected in all circumstances.

2. The wounded and the sick shall be cared for and protected by the party to the

conflict which has them in its power. The emblem of the "Red Cross", or of the

"Red Crescent," shall be required to be respected as the sign of protection.

3. Captured persons must be protected against acts of violence and reprisals.

They shall have the right to correspond with their families and to receive relief.

4. No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading

treatment or punishment.

5. Parties to a conflict do not have an unlimited choice of methods and means of

warfare.

6. Parties to a conflict shall at all times distinguish between combatants and

non-combatants. Attacks shall be directed solely against legitimate military

targets.

However, the military technology is constantly evolving, therefore the international

community also had to create and facilitate treaties that are also classified as a part of the

IHL, such as:

1. The Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Certain

Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to Be Excessively Injurious or to

Have Indiscriminate Effects (1980), which prohibits weapons that produce

non-detectable fragments, restricts (but does not eliminate) the use of mines and

booby-traps, prohibits attacking civilians with incendiary weapons, prohibits

https://www.icrc.org/en/doc/assets/files/publications/icrc-002-0173.pdf


blinding laser weapons, and requires the warring parties to clear unexploded

ordnance at the end of hostilities

2. The Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling, Production and

Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction (1997), also called the

Ottawa Treaty or the Mine Ban Treaty, which completely bans the stockpiling

(except to a limited degree, for training purposes) and use of all anti-personnel

landmines

3. The Convention on Cluster Munitions (2008), which prohibits the use of bombs

that scatter bomblets, many of which do not explode and remain dangerous long

after a conflict has ended.

Punishments for violating the clauses in Geneva Conventions are very vaguely defined, as

the criminals are only deprived of status of ‘prisoner of war’ and classified as an ‘unlawful

combatant’ by a ‘competent tribunal’. The competent tribunal in most of the cases is the

International Court of Justice, which prosecutes and tries the accused on counts of

committing specific war crimes.

3.2. Examples of Breaches of the IHL

Syrian Civil War

Perhaps the most visible issue with commiting to the IHL was the atrocities committed during

the Syrian Civil War, where until this day, no one has been prosecuted.



Aftermath of 2013 Ghouta attacks

Crimes perpetrated by the Syrian Government:

Violent suppression of peaceful protests

Use of mass detention and torture of civillians

Houla Massacre

Siege of Aleppo - use of cluster munition, executions of civilians, ‘double tap strikes’

2013 Ghouta chemical attack

2017 Khan Shaykhun sarin attack

Crimes perpetrated by the Islamic State:

Chemical attacks on YPG

Genocide of Yazyidis



Darfur Conflict

During the Darfur conflict, Civil war in Chad (2005–2010) The conflict in Darfur has been

variously characterised as a genocide.

Sudanese authorities claim a death toll of roughly 19,500 civilians while many

non-governmental organizations, such as the Coalition for International Justice, claim over

400 000 people have been killed.

In September 2004, the World Health Organization estimated there had been 50,000 deaths

in Darfur since the beginning of the conflict, an 18-month period, mostly due to starvation. An

updated estimate the following month put the number of deaths for the 6-month period from

March to October 2004 due to starvation and disease at 70,000; These figures were

criticised, because they only considered short periods and did not include deaths from

violence. A more recent British Parliamentary Report has estimated that over 300,000

people have died, and others have estimated even more. Again, no one has been

prosecuted.

Tigray War

During the Tigray War, which included fighting between the Ethiopian National Defense

Force (ENDF) soldiers and Tigray People's Liberation Front (TPLF) forces in the Tigray

Region, the Ethiopian Human Rights Commission (EHRC) described the 9–10 November

2020 Mai Kadra massacre committed by Tigray youth group "Samri" in its 24 November

2020 preliminary report as "grave human rights violations which may amount to crimes

against humanity and war crimes".

4. Key questions to address

● What is the reason behind the ICJ not being able to prosecute people guilty of recent

war crimes?

● What are the current challenges of IHL?



● Should the competencies of the Red Cross and International Criminal Court

expand, and if so to what extent?

● How should we hold the governments accountable for grave breaches of the IHL?

● What can the UN do to have international legal jurisdiction over regions that are

controlled by non-state entities?

● Why is protecting and enforcing the IHL in the interest of the UN Security Council?

● Should the UN Security Council gain a certain amount of power regarding the matter

of enforcing the IHL?
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